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'4Office of Inspection and Enforcement N'/ , s\Region II - Suite 3100

101 Marietta Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30302
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Attention: Mr. James P. O'Reilly File: X7BG02-M17
Log: GN-128

Reference: 59-424, 59-425 Westinghouse 3" Gate Valve Closure Problegi
Reference Interim Report GN-117, dated 3/5/o1

|
!
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Gentlemen:

Georgia Power Company has reviewed the problem concerning the
failure of Westinghouse 3" gate valves to fully close under certain
conditions. Based on the possibility that the safety analysis of
the plant could have been invalidated by the failure of the valves
to close, Georgia Power Company has decided this represents a
reportable deficiency and a reportable safety hazard. Enclosed is
our final evaluation for this problem.

This response contains no proprietary infonnation and may be
placed in the NRC Public Document Room upon receipt.

Yours truly,,
,
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R. E. Conway
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| Attention: Mr. Victor Stello, Jr., Director -

| Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Washington, D.C. 20555
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J. H. Miller, Jr.
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EVALUATION FOR A POTENTIAL DEFICIENCY
"

WESTINGHOUSE 3" GATE VALVE CLOSURE PROBLEM
_

.. *ii
-- .*,,

Initial Repart: "

On November 13, 1980, Georgia Power Company infomed-Mr. John Rausch

of the NRC of a potential deficiency involving Westinghouse EMD Division 3"

gate valves (models 3GM78 and 3GM88). Some valves undeigoiflg preoperational.

tests failed to fully :: lose.

:

Background:

On Dr.tober 29, 1980, Westinghouse verbally advised Georgia Power Company

that during preoperational tt_hting at a domestic station and at a foreign
%

station, problems were encountered when testing the Westinghouse Electro-

Mechanical Division manufactured 3" gate valves, Class 1 Model.3GM88,1500 lb.

Westinghouse furnishes this valve to its customers in Class 1, 2, and 3

applications. In the Class 2 and 3 applications the Identification Number

only is changed to GM78 and GM58, respectively. The tested valves failed to

completely close under preoperational test conditions (i.e., approximately

2700 psi a; flow approaches zero) which is less severe than the equipment
~

specification design conditions (i.e., 2750 psi as flow approaches zero). The

valves stroked to significantly restrict flow (87%), but the full stroke'.
I was not accomplished to trip the " closed" position indication contacts ing.

the motor operator or to seat the valve line within the valve body. Westinghouse
'

also advised the later redesign version of 3GM88, that is 3GM99, may also be

subject to the same problems. . ,..

.

Engineering Evaluation:
,

5.7,' ( .
'

A detailed plant review for Plant Vogtle-Units 1 and 2. indicated that some

of the above Model 3GM88 valves were to be used in piping systems. These

systems and valves were: -

-_

_ _ _ _ . - - -
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5
Model Tag No. System Function -

.
,

-- 3GM88 HV-8000A RCS PORV Block Valve ' M ~
U

3GM88 HV-8000B RCS PORV Block Valve ,

3GM'8 HV-8105 CVCS Nomal Charging Isolation Valve
3GM78 HV-8106 CVCS Nomal Charging Isolation Valve

(Note: 3GM78 indicates a 3GM88 valve used in a Class 2 application. Also,
HV-8105 and HV-8106 have a functional requirement to close against
275'O psi.)

The consequences of incomplete closures of the block valves have been

reviewed, and it has been detemined that the failure of a PORV'to close (and

assuming no block valve) is an analyzed condition as detailed in WCAP-9600.

Georgia Power Company has accepted the cold shutdown modification program. This

program will assure that the upgraded replacement valves for the PORV block
i

valves will be designed in accordance with the Westinghouse functional require-

ments.

The failure of valves HV-8105 and HV-8106 to close could invalidate the

safety analysis of the plant since the analysis was made assuming these valves

fully close.

Repertability:

Since the failure of the charging line isolation valves to fully close

| could invalidate the plant safety analysis, it can be concluded that the safety
, .- - -

.

of operation of the plant could have been affected adversely at any time through-

out the expected lifetime of the plant.
' '

| Additionally, the problem represents a significant deficiency from
\

-

perfomance specifications which required extensive evaluation and redesign!

'

to establish the adequacy of the valves to perfom their intended safety
.

function. : O[
,

|
It can be concluded that failure of the valves to fully close constitutes

a reportable deficiency and a reportable safety hazard.

.
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Corrective Action: ,***
s.

Modifications for the 3" valves' have been qualified by testincj by

Westinghouse. These modifications are as follows:

For Model 3GM88 (note 3GM78 is Class 2 application of 3GM88 valve)
(1) Change the operator gear ratio to insure 80% voltage closing

capability.
_

: .--
,.

(2) Im; ement limit closing control utilizing the capabilities of
spring compensation on the Limitorque SB-00 operators.

The engineering valves test program was comprised of a series of flow tests

perfonned in a hydraulic test laboratory using a centrifugal charging pump

to provide flow and pressure. These tests consisted of 75 to 100 closing and

opening cycles against flows and pressures as high as 600 gpm and 2600 psid,

respectively. These cycles provided the expected valve seat to disc wead,

which resulted in stabilized valve closing loads. Once the stabilized level

was reached, closing tests were run at lower flows and differential pressures

to deteimine the extent of the closure problem.

Georgia Power Company will correct the valves by following the above

instructions, and the corrective action will be completed by December 31, 1981.

|

Sumary: -

Based on the possibility that the safety analysis of the plant could

have been invalidated, the problem with Westinghouse 3' gate' valves to fQlly
,

close has been considered a reportable deficiency and a reportable safety b-

hazard.
,
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